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REPORT FROM CHRIS PAGE(ACTING CHAIRMAN)

Serious gardeners cannot be in conversation for more than a few minutes before weather is
mentioned - and seldom has this been more prescient than this year. We have experienced a
summer significantly warmer than even those of 1975/1976. Records have been broken. The
hottest  temperature  ever  measured  in  England  has  been  recorded  in  East  Anglia  and  the
devolved regions have had similar maximums. July is anticipated to be the driest July for over
110 years and here in HGS we have had virtually no rain for three months. Ten of the hottest
years globally have been in the last twenty. The case for climate change and the link with
human behaviour has surely been made incontrovertibly . Even the most accomplished sophist
can no longer pretend that the climate is going through a natural cycle - though I read that
social media sites that promulgated Covid vaccine scare stories have now switched to doing just
that.  We  are  obliged  to  change  our  gardening  styles  choosing  plants  suitable  for  the  new
weather, ‘intelligent watering’, mulching etc.  It is interesting that on the Fellowship croquet
lawn the grass has turned biscuit colour but that is punctuated by patches of common yarrow
which sends its roots very deep down in search of water.

Wildlife gardening is very much in vogue at present and there are two happy stories to relate.
Hedgehogs,  whose  numbers  had  declined  dramatically  in  recent  decades  have  increased
significantly locally and I, along with at least one other Society member, are giving them a
regular crepuscular feed. Daytime sightings have been made. This can indicate illness or injury
but in this instance is most likely a feeding mother seeking additional nourishment. Indeed we
have had a mother suckling three hoglets in our garden for several days. Traditionally people
have fed hedgehogs with bread and milk but this is not appropriate as hogs do not have lactase
in their guts and cannot metabolise those foods. Meaty cat food is more appropriate.

Squirrels, though undoubtedly intelligent and cute can cause a lot of damage. Not only do they
steal the food that we put out to feed the birds but their tendency to ‘ring bark’ trees is causing
the death of millions of trees to the consternation of the Woodland Trust. They are, of course, an
introduced  species  and  outcompete  our  native  red  squirrel  by  vying  for  food  sources  and
spreading a pox virus to which they are immune but to which reds are susceptible. Research in
gene editing which causes squirrels of both genders to become infertile is potentially a humane
way of reducing their numbers and saving our trees. The results of the pilot studies are awaited
with interest.

Appreciate the rain when it arrives and keep a good lookout for hedgehogs. Happy gardening!

HORT SOC GARDENS OPEN FOR THE NORTH LONDON HOSPICE AND
COMBAT STRESS DESPITE SWELTERING HEAT

by Caroline Broome

Usually when there is an outdoor event in the offing, I will be obsessively checking the weather
forecast for rain, but this year it was the prospect of soaring temperatures that kept me glued to
the  BBC Weather  App.  Dire  warnings  of  unprecedented  temperatures  filled  me with  dread.
Would anybody come, should we cancel, how would the volunteers and the gardens stand up to
the searing heat? But there was also a creeping sense of anticipation, a bubble of excitement
that it might, just might, turn out alright.

And so it  did,  with  bells  on! 10am saw volunteers  from HGS Hort  Soc and Combat  Stress
scurrying about at Fellowship House, erecting gazebos, festooning the hedge with bunting and
balloons, preparing refreshments and generally making ready for the off at 11am. Phil  from



Finchley Nurseries laid out his stall, chock-a-block full of colourful annuals, perennials and roses
and local pianist Alexandra Westcott prepared to serenade the visitors in the tearoom. 

It was hot, very hot, but the first visitor arrived bang on 11am to
buy his ticket in time for the 11.30 opening (money from ticket
sales  and  the  raffle  was  being  donated  to  The  North  London
Hospice). A steady stream of visitors followed, all determined to
enjoy the seven award winning gardens and one allotment site in
spite of the heat. For those who chose to start with something to
eat,  Ruth  Smith  and  her  trojan  team  were  offering  mouth-
watering savouries, with the promise of tea and cake later on,
with all profits from their hard work going to Combat Stress, the

Forces' mental health charity. Pihoto: Carole Spiers

The  Suburb  was  deserted,  the  air  sultry;  the  only
pedestrians  daft  or  brave  enough  to  soldier  on  in  the
blistering heat were Open Garden visitors,  identifiable by
their  green  wrist  bands.  Indeed,  as  I  walked  along  the
twitten  connecting  Willifield  Way  and  Wordsworth  Walk,
home to Chris and Lorna Page’s garden, I could have been
forgiven  for  thinking  I  had  just  stepped  onto  the  set  of
Midsummer Murders! A testament to what can be achieved
in shade, Chris’s sloping beds were resplendent with hostas
and ferns; round a corner is his exotic pond area, and just
when  you  thought  you  were  done,  you  turned  a  corner  into  his  immaculately  organised
allotment. 

Tucked away between two tall hedges, follow a winding path which
opens out into the Willifield Way allotment site. Hort Soc committee
member  Ruth  Beedle  and  fellow  allotmenteer  Peter  Hodgson
welcomed over 100 visitors, who enjoyed listening to the  Psallite
Women's Choir whilst meandering amongst the plots.

Considering the soaring temperatures prior to  Open Day, all  the
gardens looked fresh and vibrant. Tracy Harris has spent the last

few years lovingly restoring the garden at 92 Oakwood Road to its former glory, putting her own
stamp on it with new features. The previous owner, an elderly lady, herself a keen gardener,
had lived in the house all her life. Her son came all the way from Hastings to revisit his old home
and see what Tracy had achieved. What a lovely surprise!

Some of the best-known gardens in the Suburb put on
a  splendid  show.  Diane  Berger:  red  hot  pokers  and
cephalaria gigantea 10ft tall; Michael Franklin, who has
over 80 pots on his patio; Marjorie Harris:organic and
wildlife  friendly,  with  a  magic  tap;  Yvonne
Oliver:clematis to die for; David Weinberg: immaculate
lawn edges and not a weed in sight. They must have
been up all the previous night watering! Borders a riot
of  colour  full  of  inspiration,  water  features  and  veg
patches,  comfortable  places  to  sit  and  chat  to  the
owners or just chill out.

Back at Fellowship House, afternoon teas were in full
swing, the mouth-watering array of homemade cakes
enough to break anyone’s diet , the Finchley Nurseries
plant  stall  was  doing  a  brisk  trade  and  practically
every one of our 124 visitors bought raffle tickets. All
the Garden Openers were happy to welcome Hort Soc



Hon President Stephen Crisp, who enjoyed his tour of the gardens. Thank you so much to all the
visitors,  garden  openers  and  volunteers  who  pitched  up  despite  the  heat,  cheerful  and
enthusiastic  to  the last!  The  Hort  Soc raised £2,283.00 for  The North London Hospice and
Combat Stress raised £1,100.

Garden and allotment photos: Kochi Okada
Combat Stress photo: Caroline Broome
Phil/Finchley Nurseries: Carole Spiers

PS  In  her  thanks  above,  Caroline  of  course  does  not
mention  the  enormous  part  she  herself  played  in
organising the open gardens event, bringing everything
together and persuading the donors of the raffle prizes to
contribute – Ed.

Right:  David  Broome,  as  you  have  never  seen  him
before, draws the winning raffle tickets after the gardens
closed.

Stephen  Crisp,  AHRHS,  HGS  Horticultural
Society Hon President, writes:

Can I, as President, also thank and congratulate everyone for such a amazing event for such
worthy  causes.  I  managed  to  get  to  every  venue  and  from the  catering  (and  CAKES)  at
Fellowship  House  to  the  dazzling  displays  in  every  garden,  the  love,  care  and attention  of
owners and committee really shone through and made it a very special event for everyone who
attended. It showed the Suburb, the community and Hort Soc in the best possible light and I
thank everyone for such a brilliant if warm day!

The June Flower Show

by Marjorie Harris

Held on 11 June in the Free Church Hall, Northway, the
289th Flower Show was the first 'live' show to be held for
two years, thanks to Covid. It was wonderful to be back,
with committee members setting up tables, seeing people
bringing in their entries of flowers, vegetables, jam, cakes,
and  much  more,
preparing  the  small

hall for teas and watching the judges doing their stuff (see
pic of Mr NH Anglo above). The number of classes had been
pared down deliberately to make a smaller show after such a
long gap, but the hall  looked and smelled delightful,  with
roses taking centre stage. The crowds came back and the
home-made teas were very popular. Sadly, there were no
entries for the scarecrow competition. Let us know what kind
of competitions you and your children would like to see next
year. 

Photos: Marjorie Harris

The Autumn Show will take place on Saturday 10 September. Grimsdyke Brass will play in the
garden, so please come and support your Horticultural Society and the Band. There will be three
junior  classes  for  children  under  12:  Something  you  have  grown  yourself;  Your  favourite
character on a boiled egg; Your best friend's face on a biscuit!

NB Change of Date for Talk

The talk - The Medicine Chest in your Garden - by Ann Jones, scheduled for 20 October, will now



take place the following Tuesday 27 October at 7.30pm in Fellowship House.

Three-day Trip to the Cotswolds

by Ann Jones

Our trip this year was to the North Cotswolds and included visits to Upton House Gardens (NT),
Broughton Castle, Sezincote, Upton World Gardens,  Broughton Grange,  and Pettifers.  Of these
my favourites were Sezincote, Broughton Grange and Pettifers.

Sezincote house was commissioned by Charles Cockerel,
who worked for the East India Company, around the turn
of the 18thC and is built in the Mogul style of Rajasthan,
complete with minarets, peacock-tail windows, jali-work
railings and pavilions. The Indian theme is reflected in
the garden with the drive that goes over an Indian bridge
with statues of bulls. a temple to Surya the sun god, and
a snake coiled around a column in the Snake Pond as
well a more formal gardens to the side of the house with
elephant  statues  reminiscent  of  Moghul  paradise
gardens.

One  always  imagines  these  large  country  gardens  do  not  suffer  the  usual  problems  of  us
ordinary gardeners with, in comparison, diminutive plots. It was therefore interesting to hear
from Sezincote’s head gardener of the problems they battled with such as bindweed, regency
drains, to which they could not find the source, that leaked and killed ancient trees and the grey
squirrels that ring-barked trees causing them to die  back. I  can certainly identify with the
bindweed, its invading my garden from next door and my allotment is overrun with it!! 

The centre piece of Broughton Grange gardens is a three-terraced walled garden, with a twist,
created by Chelsea gold medal-winning designer Tom Stuart-Smith. The twist being that is only
walled on two sides in order to borrow the views of the Oxfordshire landscape. On the lower
terrace  there  is  a  traditional  parterre  but  again  with  a  twist.  The  design  is  based  on  the
microscopic leaf structure of native beech, ash and oak and at the time of our visit was planted
with perennials  from the  Brassica spp.,  Diascia spp.,  Heliotropium spp. and  Rudbeckia spp.
Genera.

At  Pettifers  it  was  again  about  the  borrowed  landscape  as  well  as  the  garden  itself,  and
persicaria polymorpha were looking at their best The garden descends in a series of levels to the
lowest level where there was a magnificent variegated oak tree

It was interesting to note that many of the gardens were adopting a rewilding policy, in theory
as an ecological measure to attract wild life but I suspect in many instances as a cost-saving
measure to save weeding and mowing. Some achieved  this better than others. The best of
these, methinks, was Paddys Paddock at Broughton Castle. 

As in previous years, we were lucky to have horticultural expert Duncan whose encyclopaedic
knowledge of plants added to our enjoyment. Our Driver Graham was also a familiar face and
his careful driving ensured a smooth ride at all times whatever the road conditions. Many thanks
to Diane Berger for once again initiating and co-ordinating this trip. I can’t wait for next year's. 

GARDEN GIRL
Three Drought Busters
This recent heat wave has been a steep learning curve for us gardeners, as we are very quickly 
identifying what has needed constant watering and what could largely be left to fend for itself. 
Here are the first three that come to mind:

1. Mahonia Soft Caress



A lovely fern like evergreen shrub with no thorns, happy in shade, soak once a week in 
hot weather, will forgive you in more temperate times if you forget about it! Takes a while
to get going but will reach 4ft in about four years.

2. Roses

      
Surprisingly, to me anyway, were two particular stunners who seemed totally unaffected 
by the heat are rosa Jaqueline Du Pre (above left) and rosa mutabilis (above right)

3. Pittosporum Tom Thumb

A compact rounded evergreen, this pittosporum provides a subtle contrast to its greener 
neighbours. Pair it will silvery pittosporum Irene Patterson.

HORT SOC EVENTS FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR

 Saturday 10 September: 290th Flower Show
 Thursday 27 October: The Medicine Chest in your Garden by Ann Jones (note new 

date)
 Tuesday 8 November: AGM and Prizegiving
 Saturday 10 December: Hort Soc Christmas Event at Fellowship House 


